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BO bind off
CC  contrast color
CO cast on
cont continue
estab established
g grams
k knit
MC  main color
mm millimeter
meas measures
p purl

pm place marker
psso pass slipped stitch over
rep repeat
rnd(s) round(s)
sl  slip
st(s) stitch(es)
WYIB with yarn in back
yds yards
yo yarnover
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ABBREVIATIONS

Materials
1 skein each of two colors of HiKoo™ Kenzie (50% New Zealand 
merino, 25% nylon, 10% angora, 10% alpaca, 5% silk noils). 160 
yds / 50 g. Shown in #1004 Beetroot (MC) and #1005 Bayberry (CC). 

Needles and Notions
US size 6 / 4mm 16” addi Turbo circular needle
US size 7 / 4.5mm 16” addi Turbo circular needle
or sizes needed to obtain gauge
stitch marker
tapestry needle

yarns and needles distributed by 
skacel collection inc. 

Finished Measurements 
21” circumference slightly stretched, 10” depth

Gauge
20 sts + 24 rows = 4” in Two-Color Star Stitch 

Two-Color Star Stitch (multiple of 4 sts)
Round 1:  With MC, * sl 1 WYIB, insert needle under running thread 
between the st just slipped and the next st and knit this thread, sl 1 
WYIB, k1, pass first slipped st over the last 3 sts, k1, rep from * 
across.
Round 2:  With MC, knit.
Round 3:  With CC, k2, rep from * of Row 1 to last 2 sts, end k2.
Round 4:  With CC, knit.

Rep these 4 rounds for pattern.

With smaller needle and CC, CO 104 st. Pm and join to work in the 
rnd, being careful not to twist. *K2, p2, rep from * to end of rnd for 
2 rnds. With MC, cont as estab until ribbing meas 3.5” from CO 
edge. With larger needle work in Two-Color Star Stitch until hat 
meas 10” from CO edge, ending with Round 2. Hold both ends of 
needle parallel. Using MC and smaller needle, three-needle BO all 
sts. Weave in ends and block gently if desired. 
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